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Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity
Conﬂict or Conﬂuence?
University of Washington Press Generations of scholars have debated the inﬂuence of Greco-Roman culture on Jewish society and the degree of its impact on Jewish material culture and
religious practice in Palestine and the Diaspora of antiquity. Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity examines this phenomenon from the aftermath of Alexander�s conquest to the
Byzantine era, oﬀering a balanced view of the literary, epigraphical, and archeological evidence attesting to the process of Hellenization in Jewish life and its impact on several
aspects of Judaism as we know it today. Lee Levine approaches this broad subject in three essays, each focusing on diverse issues in Jewish culture: Jerusalem at the end of the
Second Temple period, rabbinic tradition, and the ancient synagogue. With his comprehensive and thorough knowledge of the intricate dynamics of the Jewish and Greco-Roman
societies, the author demonstrates the complexities of Hellenization and its role in shaping many aspects of Jewish life�economic, social, political, cultural, and religious. He argues
against oversimpliﬁcation and encourages a more nuanced view, whereby the Jews of antiquity survived and prospered, despite the social and political upheavals of this era,
emerging as perpetuators of their own Jewish traditions while open to change from the outside world.

Athens in Jerusalem
Classical Antiquity and Hellenism in the Making of the Modern Secular Jew
Littman Library of Jewish Shavit (history of the Jewish people, Tel Aviv U.) describes how Jewish intellectuals of the 18th century began ﬁnding in classical Greek culture elements they
though Jewish culture lacked and would have to embrace in order to become part of the modern world. He explains that by asserting that Judaism had been open to Hellenistic
inﬂuences since the time of the Second Table, they legitimized their own eﬀorts to secularize Jewish identity and culture. First published as Yahadut bi-re'i ha- Yavanut ve-hofa'at
ha-Yehudi ha-Helenisti ha-moderni by Am Oved Published, Tel Aviv, in 1992. Distributed by ISBS. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Jewish Cult and Hellenistic Culture
Essays on the Jewish Encounter with Hellenism and Roman Rule
Supplements to the Journal for Annotation. "This is a collection of 12 essays, written since 1997, on themes related to Hellenistic (Greek-speaking) Judaism. They include a review essay
on recent scholarship on Hellenistic Judaism, a discussion of the question of anti-Semitism in antiquity, a study of the Hellenistic reform in Jerusalem, several studies of individual
texts and an essay on the circumstances that led to the ﬁrst Jewish revolt against Rome."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary ﬁeld provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved.

Ancient Judaism in its Hellenistic Context
BRILL This collection of essays explores the ways in which Jews lived within the Hellenistic and Greco-Roman contexts, how they negotiated their religious and social boundaries in
their own distinctive manner. It also reﬂects the issues that emerge when we study the development of several aspects of Jewish Civilization through the ages.

Translation and Survival
The Greek Bible of the Ancient Jewish Diaspora
OUP Oxford The translation of the Hebrew Bible into Greek was the ﬁrst major translation in Western culture. Its signiﬁcance was far-reaching. Without a Greek Bible, European
history would have been entirely diﬀerent - no Western Jewish diaspora and no Christianity. Translation and Survival is a literary and social study of the ancient creators and
receivers of the translations, and about their impact. The Greek Bible served Jews who spoke Greek, and made the survival of the ﬁrst Jewish diaspora possible; indeed, the
translators invented the term 'diaspora'. It was a tool for the preservation of group identity and for the expression of resistance. It invented a new kind of language and many new
terms. The Greek Bible translations ended up as the Christian Septuagint, taken over along with the entire heritage of Hellenistic Judaism, during the process of the Church's longdrawn-out parting from the Synagogue. Here, a brilliant creation is restored to its original context and to its ﬁrst owners.

Judaism and Hellenism Reconsidered
BRILL This book is a collection of 26 previously published articles, with a number of additions and corrections, and a long new introduction on "The Inﬂuence of Hellenism on Jews in
Palestine in the Hellenistic Period."

Jewish Cult and Hellenistic Culture
Essays on the Jewish Encounter with Hellenism and Roman Rule
BRILL A collection of twelve essays on the Jewish encounter with Hellenism, both in the Diaspora and in the land of Israel, including studies of several individual texts.

Lived Wisdom in Jewish Antiquity
Studies in Exercise and Exemplarity
Bloomsbury Publishing Moving away from focusing on wisdom as a literary genre, this book delves into the lived, embodied and formative dimensions of wisdom as they are delineated
in Jewish sources from the Persian, Hellenistic and early Roman eras. Considering a diverse body of texts beyond later canonical boundaries, the book demonstrates that wisdom
features not as an abstract quality, but as something to be performed and exercised at both the individual and community level. The analysis speciﬁcally concentrates on notions of
a 'wise' person, including the rise of the sage as an exemplary ﬁgure. It also looks at how ancestral ﬁgures and contemporary teachers are imagined to manifest and practice
wisdom, and considers communal portraits of a wise and virtuous life. In so doing, the author demonstrates that the previous focus on wisdom as a category of literature has
overshadowed signiﬁcant questions related to wisdom, behaviour and social life. Jewish wisdom is also contextualized in relation to its wider ancient Mediterranean milieu, making
the book valuable for biblical scholars, classicists, scholars of religion and the ancient Near East and theologians.

Jewish Cultural Encounters in the Ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern World
BRILL Taking the ﬂexible concept of “cultural encounter” as a starting point, this volume presents a variety of studies which focus on the impact of encounters between cultures,
groups, and individuals as it relates to ancient Jewish religion, culture, and society.
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"Non-canonical" Religious Texts in Early Judaism and Early Christianity
Bloomsbury Publishing This volume draws attention to ancient religious texts, especially the so-called 'non-canonical' texts, by focusing on how they were used or functioned in Early
Judaism and Early Christianity. The contributors are biblical scholars who have chosen one or more Jewish or Christian apocryphal or pseudepigraphical texts, with the aim of
describing their ancient functions in their emerging social settings. These show the ﬂuidity of the notion of scripture in the early centuries of the Church and in Judaism of late
antiquity, but they also show the value of examining the ancient religious texts that were not included in the Jewish or Christian biblical canons. These chapters show that there is
much that can be learned from examining and comparing these texts with canonical literature and evaluating them in their social context. No ancient text was created in a vacuum,
and the non-canonical writings aid in our interpretation not only of many canonical writings, but also shed considerable light on the context of both early Judaism and early
Christianity.

Jews and Entertainment in the Ancient World
Mohr Siebeck Countering the traditional belief that Jews in antiquity were predominantly disinterested in the popular entertainments of the Greek and Roman world, Loren R.
Spielman maps the varieties of Jewish engagement with theater, athletics, horse racing, gladiatorial, and beast shows in antiquity. The author argues that Jews from Hellenistic
Alexandria to late antique Sepphoris enjoyed and exploited, or alternatively resisted and scorned, popular forms of public entertainment as they adapted to the political, social, and
religious realities of imperial rule. Including references to ancient Jewish actors, athletes, promoters, and plays alongside analysis of rabbinic and other early Jewish critique of sport
and spectacle, Loren R. Spielmandescribes the diﬀerent ways that attitudes towards entertainment might have played a role in shaping ancient Jewish identity.

The Ancestral Philosophy
Hellenistic Philosophy in Second Temple Judaism
Scholars Press Fourteen essays consider the interaction between Greek philosophy and Jewish religious thought during the Hellenistic period. Attention is paid to the work of Ben
Sira, Solomon, and Philo of Alexandria, especially concerning issues like stoicism, freedom and determinism, creation, mysticism, and sex. Attempts to ﬁnd a synthesis of Jewish and
Greek thought are emphasized. Author and title index only. c. Book News Inc.

Pedagogy in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity
SBL Press Engage fourteen essays from an international group of experts There is little direct evidence for formal education in the Bible and in the texts of Second Temple Judaism
and early Christianity. At the same time, pedagogy and character formation are important themes in many of these texts. This book explores the pedagogical purpose of wisdom
literature, in which the concept of discipline (Hebrew musar) is closely tied to the acquisition of wisdom. It examines how and why the concept of musar came to be translated as
paideia (education, enculturation) in the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible (Septuagint), and how the concept of paideia was deployed by ancient Jewish authors writing in
Greek. The diﬀerent understandings of paideia in wisdom and apocalyptic writings of Second Temple Judaism are this book's primary focus. It also examines how early Christians
adapted the concept of paideia, inﬂuenced by both the Septuagint and Greco-Roman understandings of this concept. Features A thorough lexical study of the term paideia in the
Septuagint Exploration of the relationship of wisdom and Torah in Second Temple Judaism Examination of how Christians developed new forms of pedagogy in competition with
Jewish and pagan systems of education

Judaism in Late Antiquity
BRILL Jacob Neusner (vols. 1, 2, and 3) and his colleagues Alan Avery-Peck (vol. 2) and Bruce Chilton (vol. 3) have assembled a stellar team of scholars in producing what has already
become an essential reference work for the study of Judaism in Late Antiquity. Originally written in nine separate volumes, Judaism in Late Antiquity now appears, unabridged, in
three. The entire work seeks to oﬀer readers both a broad perspective on the shape of Judaism while also opening the way to understanding unique issues. Editors Neusner, AveryPeck, and Chilton must be commended for this generous gift both to the scholarly guild and to the general reader looking for a thought-provoking overview of the central academic
conversations. "Judaism in Late Antiquity, I, II, III" is also available in hardback

Art, History and the Historiography of Judaism in Roman Antiquity
BRILL Art, History, and the Historiography of Judaism in Roman Antiquity explores the complex interplay between visual culture, texts and their interpretations, arguing for an openended and self-aware approach to understanding Jewish culture from the ﬁrst century CE through the rise of Islam.

Judaism in Late Antiquity 3. Where we Stand: Issues and Debates in Ancient Judaism
BRILL What, in Judaism, is meant by "law" - is the fresh perspective in which this work is presented. The volume provides ﬁrst an overview, followed by a systematic, critical account
of the fading consensus. In a number of accounts, the diﬀerent perspectives are presented in scholarly debate.

Judaism
History, Belief and Practice
Taylor & Francis This newly revised all-encompassing textbook is a guide to the history, beliefs and practice of Judaism. Beginning with the ancient Near Eastern background, it covers
early Israelite history, the emergence of classical rabbinic literature and the rise of medieval Judaism in Islamic and Christian lands. It also includes the early modern period and the
development of Jewry in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Extracts from primary sources are used throughout to enliven the narrative and provide concrete examples of the
rich variety of Jewish civilization. Specially designed to assist learning, Judaism: • Introduces texts and commentaries, including the Hebrew Bible, rabbinic texts, mystical literature,
Jewish philosophy and Jewish theology • Provides the skills necessary to understand these step-by-step with the help of a companion website • Explains how to interpret the major
events in nearly four thousand years of Jewish history • Supports study with discussion questions on the central historical and religious issues, and includes key reading for each
chapter, an extensive glossary and index • Illustrates the development of Judaism, its concepts, observances and culture, with maps, photos, paintings and engravings • Links each
chapter to a free companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/cohnsherbok which provides things to think about, things to do and tips for teachers as well as other online
resources

Jewish Art in Late Antiquity
The State of Research in Ancient Jewish Art
BRILL This survey of ancient Jewish art traces Tabernacle implements and their iconographic development from the Second Temple period until late sixth century CE. It examines
appearances of seven-branch menorah, Torah ark, and other motifs found in archeological discoveries of burial art synagogue decorations.

Baptism on Account of the Dead (1 Cor 15:29)
An Act of Faith in the Resurrection
BRILL This volume reviews and critiques the over forty diﬀerent interpretations of 1 Cor 15: 29, then examines the verse anew in terms of its literary, historical, and theological
contexts within the writings of Paul.

Deﬁning Judaism
A Reader
Routledge Judaism is a monotheistic religion with a history of over 3,500 years. 'Deﬁning Judaism' illustrates the range of theoretical and practical issues required for comparative
and historical study of the faith. The texts range from historical attempts to deﬁne individual 'Jews' to imagining Judaism as a religion like other religions, to modern and post-
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modern attempts to decentre these earlier deﬁnitions. The reader brings together a wide range of essays from inﬂuential scholars of ancient and contemporary Judaism to attempt a
full picture of Judaism that will be of interest to all those involved in the study of religion.

Jews in the Hellenistic and Roman Cities
Routledge Articles examine the city of Jerusalem and other Jewish communities of the Mediterranean diaspora, as reﬂected in the writings of Luke, Josephus and Philo. Topics covered
include social identity, everyday life and religious practice. This will be of interest to students of Roman history, biblical studies, ancient Judaism and Hellenistic history.

Judeans and Jews
Four Faces of Dichotomy in Ancient Jewish History
University of Toronto Press In writing in English about the classical era, is it more appropriate to refer to “Jews” or to “Judeans”? What diﬀerence does it make? Today, many scholars
consider “Judeans” the more authentic term, and “Jews” and “Judaism” merely anachronisms. In Judeans and Jews, Daniel R. Schwartz argues that we need both terms in order to
reﬂect the dichotomy between the tendencies of those, whether in Judea or in the Disapora, whose identity was based on the state and the land (Judeans), and those whose identity
was based on a religion and culture (Jews). Presenting the Second Temple era as an age of transition between a territorial past and an exilic and religious future, Judeans and Jews
not only sharpens our understanding of this important era but also sheds important light on the revolution in Jewish identity caused by the creation of the modern state of Israel.

The Use and Function of Scripture in 1 Maccabees
Bloomsbury Publishing Dongbin Choi oﬀers a philological and thematic analysis on the scriptural language in the book of 1 Maccabees, a text that is written with a linguistic technique
that utilizes earlier Jewish texts in order to promote the religiopolitical agendas of its author. Choi engages in the dialogue between the traditional view that treats 1 Maccabees as a
religious writing, and the radical view that considers it as political propaganda. Choi suggests that the author of 1 Maccabees deploys scriptural language in such a nuanced way
that he both promotes the legitimacy of the Hasmonean rule in Judea under John Hyrcanus I, and shows his appreciation of conservative Jewish sensitivity toward their traditions
relating to Deuteronomic covenant, biblical judges, and Jewish messianism. By discussing past scholarly literature on the use and function of Scripture in 1 Maccabees, analyzing
various literary, political, and cultural aspects that inﬂuenced the creation of the text, and ﬁnally exploring philological and conceptual parallels between Scripture and 1 Maccabees
and the use of Scripture in the eulogies of the Hasmoneans, Choi has created a singular reinterpretation of both text and author.

Early Judaism and Modern Culture
Literature and Theology
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Gerbern Oegema has long been drawn to the noncanonical literature of early Judaism literature written during the time between the Hebrew Bible and the
New Testament (300 b.c.e. 200 c.e.). These works, many of which have been lost, forgotten, and rediscovered, are now being studied with ever-increasing enthusiasm by scholars
and students alike. Although much recent attention has been given to the literary and historical merits of the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, and other deutero- and extracanonical
writings, Early Judaism and Modern Culture shows that it is also important to study these literary works from a theological perspective. To that end, Oegema considers the reception
of early Jewish writings throughout history and identiﬁes their theological contributions to many issues of perennial importance: ethics, politics, gender relations, interreligious
dialogue, and more. Oegema demonstrates decisively that these books more than merely objects of academic curiosity have real theological and cultural relevance for churches,
synagogues, and society at large today. Through engaging words, Gerbern Oegema invites his readers to appreciate the vibrant and advanced world of the early Jews and how they
have left us insights and visions for modern culture. James H. Charlesworth Princeton Theological Seminary In an era when biblical theology is commonly approached from a narrow
canonical perspective, Oegema s demonstration of the theological and historical signiﬁcance of the noncanonical writings of ancient Judaism is refreshing and important. John J.
Collins Yale Divinity School

Jewish Literatures and Cultures
Context and Intertext
Society of Biblical Lit Jewish literatures and cultures : context and intertext / Anita Norich -- From continuity to contiguity : thoughts on the theory of Jewish literature / Dan Miron -Beyond inﬂuence : toward a new historiographic paradigm / Michael L. Satlow -- Hellenistic Judaism : myth or reality? / Gabriele Boccaccini -- "He was renowned to the ends of the
earth" (1 Maccabees 3:9) : Judaism and Hellenism in 1 Maccabees / Martha Himmelfarb -- Roman statues, rabbis, and Greco-Roman culture / Yaron Z. Eliav -- The ghetto and Jewish
cultural formation in early modern Europe : towards a new interpretation / David Ruderman -- Hybrid with what? : the variable contexts of Polish Jewish culture : their implications
for Jewish cultural history and Jewish studies / Moshe Rosman -- Idols of the cave and theater : a verbal or visual Judaism? / Kalman P. Bland -- "Reverse marranism," translatability,
and practice of secular Jewish culture in Russian / Gabriella Safran -- Intertextuality, Rabbinic literature, and the making of Hebrew modernism / Shachar Pinsker -- Brooklyn am
Rhein? : the German sources of Jewish-American literature / Julian Levinson -- Diaspora and translation : the migrations of Jewish meaning / Naomi Seidman.

The Oxford Handbook of Hellenic Studies
Oxford University Press A collection of some seventy original articles which explore the ways in which ancient Greece has been, is, and might be studied. The emphasis is on the
breadth and potential of Hellenic Studies as a ﬂourishing and exciting intellectual arena, and also upon its relevance to the way we think about ourselves today.

Current Trends in the Study of Midrash
BRILL This important collection of essays by leading scholars of rabbinics reﬂects the current methodological approaches to the study of midrash. The volume situates midrash within
the broader contexts of hermeneutics, rabbinics and postmodern studies, and thus presents a comprehensive view of the kinds of issues scholars in the ﬁeld are engaging.

Rewriting Ancient Jewish History
The History of the Jews in Roman Times and the New Historical Method
Routledge Half a century ago, the primary contours of the history of the Jews in Roman times were not subject to much debate. This standard account collapsed, however, when a
handful of insights undermined the traditional historical method, the method long enlisted by historians for eliciting facts from sources. In response to these insights, a new
historical method gradually emerged. Rewriting Ancient Jewish History critiques the traditional historical method and makes a case for the new one, illustrating how to write anew
ancient Jewish history. At the heart of the traditional historical method lie three fundamental presumptions. The traditional historical method regularly presumes that multiple
versions of a text or tradition are equally authentic; it presumes that many ancient Jewish sources are the products of largely immanent forces of cloistered Jewish communities;
and, barring any local grounds for suspicion, it presumes that most ancient Jewish texts faithfully reﬂect their sources and reliably recount events. Rewriting Ancient Jewish History
unfurls the failings of this approach; it promotes the new historical method which circumvents the ﬂawed traditional presumptions while plotting anew the limits of rational
argumentation in historical inquiry. This crucial reappraisal is a must-read for students of Jewish and Roman history alike, and a fascinating case-study in how historians should
approach their ancient sources.

Art and Judaism in the Greco-Roman World
Toward a New Jewish Archaeology
Cambridge University Press Publisher Description

Exploring Jewish Literature of the Second Temple Period
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A Guide for New Testament Students
InterVarsity Press Larry R. Helyer provides an introduction and historical context for the wealth of Jewish literature outside the Hebrew Bible, and he explores the pressures, realities,
questions and dreams that nurtured and provoked these written works.

Tangled Up in Text
Teﬁllin and the Ancient World
Society of Biblical Lit

Pesher and Hypomnema: A Comparison of Two Commentary Traditions from the
Hellenistic-Roman Period
BRILL In Pesher and Hypomnema Pieter B. Hartog compares ancient Jewish commentaries on the Hebrew Bible with papyrus commentaries on the Iliad. Hartog shows that members
of the Qumran movement adopted classical commentary writing and adapted it to their own needs.

The Righteousness of God
A Lexical Examination of the Covenant-Faithfulness Interpretation
Mohr Siebeck Advocates of the New Perspective on Paul appeal to the view that "righteousness" in biblical theology is a Verhaltnisbegriﬀ (relational concept). This is the view that
"righteousness" does not mean conformity to a norm, nor is it an essentially legal concept; rather, "righteousness" denotes the fulﬁllment of the demands of a relationship, since
the relationship itself is the norm. This relational interpretation of "righteousness" was ﬁrst put forward by Hermann Cremer in 1899 and exercised a profound inﬂuence in biblical
scholarship throughout the 20th century. It lies at the root of the New Perspective claim that "the righteousness of God" in Paul is a cipher for God's saving faithfulness to his
covenant, a view defended by N. T. Wright, among others. Charles Lee Irons provides a critical examination of Cremer's chief arguments for the relational, covenant-faithfulness
interpretation. The author argues instead for the view that "the righteousness of God" in Rom 1:17; 3: 21-22; 10:3; 2 Cor 5:21; and Phil 3:9 is the status of righteousness that comes
from God as a gift.

Similarities of Redaction of the Gospel According to Matthew, with Texts of Philo
Alexandrinus
Pasi Pohjala

Apocalypse Against Empire
Theologies of Resistance in Early Judaism
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing A fresh and daring take on ancient apocalyptic books. The year 167 b.c.e. marked the beginning of a period of intense persecution for the people of Judea,
as Seleucid emperor Antiochus IV Epiphanes attempted -- forcibly and brutally -- to eradicate traditional Jewish religious practices. In Apocalypse against Empire Anathea PortierYoung reconstructs the historical events and key players in this traumatic episode in Jewish history and provides a sophisticated treatment of resistance in early Judaism. Building
on a solid contextual foundation, Portier-Young argues that the ﬁrst Jewish apocalypses emerged as a literature of resistance to Hellenistic imperial rule. She makes a sturdy case
for this argument by examining three extant apocalypses, giving careful attention to the interplay between social theory, history, textual studies, and theological analysis. In
particular, Portier-Young contends, the book of Daniel, the Apocalypse of Weeks, and the Book of Dreams were written to supply an oppressed people with a potent antidote to the
destructive propaganda of the empire -- renewing their faith in the God of the covenant and answering state terror with radical visions of hope..

Romanization in Palestine
A Study of Urban Development from Herod the Great to AD 70
British Archaeological Reports Limited This study challenges the view that Romanisation meant `becoming Roman' in one way or another, with new cultural and ethnic identities being
marked through changes in material culture. Taking Palestine as his case study, from the time of Herod the Great to AD 70, Reuben Yat Tin Lee looks at Romanisation from the
Jewish perspective.

The Limits of Ancient Biography
ISD LLC The genre of biography in the ancient world is interestingly diverse and permeable and deserves intensive study, bearing as it does on ideas of characterization and the
individual. This volume considers both the form and the content of biography across the ancient world, and is particularly interested in the frontiers with other related genres, such
as history. The papers range from the Old Testament to the Arab world, from the New Testament to the Lives of Saints, from the classic Greek and Roman biographers to less well
known practitioners of the art.

Uncovering Jewish Creativity in Book III of the Sibylline Oracles
Gender, Intertextuality, and Politics
BRILL In Uncovering Jewish Creativity in Book III of the Sibylline Oracles, Ashley L. Bacchi reclaims the importance of the Sibyl as a female voice of prophecy, revealing intertextual
references and political commentary on second-century events in Ptolemaic Egypt.

John within Judaism
Religion, Ethnicity, and the Shaping of Jesus-Oriented Jewishness in the Fourth Gospel
BRILL In John within Judaism Wally V. Cirafesi oﬀers a reading of the Gospel of John as an expression of the ﬂuid and ﬂexible nature of Jewish ethnic identity in Greco-Roman
antiquity.

The Faces of Torah
Studies in the Texts and Contexts of Ancient Judaism in Honor of Steven Fraade
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht This volume is a festschrift in honor of Steven Fraade, the Mark Taper Professor of the History of Judaism at Yale University. The contributions to the volume,
written by colleagues and former students of Professor Fraade, reﬂect many of his scholarly interests. The scholarly credentials of the contributors are exceedingly high. The volume
is divided into three sections, one on Second Temple literature and its afterlife, a second on rabbinic literature and rabbinic history, and a third on prayer and the ancient
synagogue. Contributors are Alan Applebaum, Joshua Burns , Elizabeth Shanks Alexander , Chaya Halberstam , John J. Collins, Marc Bregman, Aharon Shemesh, Ishay Rosen-Zvi,
Vered Noam, Robert Brody, Albert Baumgarten, Marc Hirshman, Moshe Bar-Asher, Aaron Amit, Yose Yahalom, Lee Levine, Jan Joosten, Daniel Boyarin, Charlotte Hempel, David Stern,
Beth Berkowitz, Azzan Yadin, Joshua Levinson, Elitzur Bar-Asher Siegal, Michal Bar-Asher Siegal, Tzvi Novick, Devora Diamant, Richard Kalmin, Carol Bakhos, Judith Hauptman, Jeﬀ
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Rubenstein, Martha Himmelfarb, Stuart Miller, Esther Chazon, James Kugel, Chaim Milikowsky, Maren Niehoﬀ, Peter Schaefer, and Adiel Schremer.
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